
March 2022
The Helium Zone (helium22.imascientist.org.uk) ran from 7 March to 1 April and was funded by
STFC. The Zone was a general science and engineering Zone featuring STEM professionals from a
variety of careers with a focus on research supported by STFC facilities and funding.

Towards the end of the Zone, schools experienced staff shortages due to doubling numbers of
Covid-19 cases. This caused disruption to the activity and a high number of unattended Chats.

Key activity figures Scientists
35 scientists created a profile in the Zone.

You can see who took part at
helium22.imascientist.org.uk/scientists

The winning scientist with the most votes from
students was Victoria Fawcett, Astronomy PhD
student at Durham University.

Students
1,067 students from 30 schools across the UK logged
into the Zone.

64% of active students were from priority schools: 19%
from underserved schools and 54% from widening
participation schools.

Live Chats
83 live Chats were requested throughout the Zone
with an additional 4 evening Chats available to all
students.

58 live Chats took place. 57 of which were booked by
teachers and one evening Chat.

Out of the remaining live Chats, 12 were cancelled and
in 14 the school did not attend and did not give notice.

There were 2 live Chats where teachers asked
questions on behalf of their students. It is also
common for students to share login details or
computers during live Chats. Therefore, the number of
students reached will be higher.

Zone March
2022

average

Schools 30 26

Students logged in 1,067 1,040

Students active 79% 73%

Scientists 36 33

Questions asked 550 377

Questions approved 154 123

Questions
duplicated

317 202

Answers given 349 413

Live Chats requested 83 74

Live Chats taken
place

58 50

Lines of live Chat 11,481 14,284

Average lines per
live Chat

327 318

Votes cast 369 359
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School activity
Students from 30 schools across the UK participated in the Zone. In addition to live Chats booked
by teachers, there were 4 evening Chats available for the students and their families.

School Active
users

Chats
attended

Chat lines
(total)

Chat lines
(per user)

Questions
approved

Votes

Sir Herbert Leon Academy, Milton Keynes (WP) 116 8 1,547 13 0 2

Colne Community School and College, Colchester 92 4 639 7 0 85

Hornsey School for Girls, London (WP) 90 5 1,410 16 18 22

St Bridget's Primary School & Nursery Class,
Glasgow City (WP)

56 2 733 13 0 16

Furness Academy, Barrow-in-Furness (WP/U) 49 4 679 14 5 25

Kingsbury High School, London 49 2 504 10 1 21

Tonyrefail Community School, Porth 46 2 401 9 11 35

Abbots Langley School, Hertfordshire (U) 39 3 1,036 27 2 20

Clevedon School, Clevedon 32 1 459 14 24 27

Darrick Wood Junior School, Orpington 29 1 409 14 0 3

Furness Primary School, Harlesdon 27 8 302 11 7 1

St John Wall Catholic School, Birmingham (WP) 27 2 304 11 0 0

Hills Road Sixth Form College, Cambridge 25 3 89 4 0 3

The City of Leicester College, Leicester (WP) 24 1 257 11 16 17

St Matthew's School, Westminster, London (WP) 23 1 197 9 3 1

Harris Girls' Academy East  Dulwich, London (WP) 22 1 87 4 10 16

Feversham Academy, Bradford (WP) 21 1 130 6 16 14

The Bolsover School, Chesterfield (WP/U) 21 1 235 11 0 17

Malton School, Malton (U) 17 1 188 11 14 12

The Petchey Academy, London (WP) 14 1 72 5 4 5

John Flamsteed Community School, Ripley (U) 13 1 226 17 3 13

Kirkcudbright Academy, Dumfries & Galloway (U) 11 1 0 0 17 1

Christopher Rawlins Primary School, Oxfordshire
(U)

7 1 113 16 3 6
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Sir Harry Smith Community College,
Peterborough (U)

6 2 64 11 0 5

Potters Bar Clinic School, Potters Bar1 4 1 24 6 0 1

Barrhead High School, East Renfrewshire* (WP) 3 3 52 17 0 0

Rosecliffe Spencer Academy, Nottingham* 1 1 34 34 0 1

Queen Elizabeth's School, Barnet, Barnet 1 1 8 8 0 0

Croftfoot Primary School, Glasgow City (WP) 1 1 1 1 0 0

* In these chats teachers typed questions on behalf of their students, with the chat displayed on a screen.

We want to increase the participation of under-represented groups. Find out what we mean by
under-served (U) and widening participation (WP) schools, and how you can support us in working
with more of these: about.imascientist.org.uk/under-served-and-wp

1 Special educational needs school
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Scientist activity
During the Zone the scientists interacted with students by writing 7,487 lines of live Chat, and
providing 349 answers to 154 posted questions. On average, 4 scientists attended each live Chat
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Live Chats
The word cloud below demonstrates what students and scientists talked about in live Chats. The
bigger the word, the more frequently it was used.

Questions in Ask section
The chart below shows an analysis of questions students sent to the scientists. Questions are coded
into overarching categories. The examples are coloured by category.

Is it possible to change the strength of the vacuum
fluctuation locally, i.e. create an area in which the
local density of virtual particles is lower than in
other areas?

What are stars made of?

How do you measure a magnet's strength?

Is there anything that has gone wrong but you’ve
managed to turn into something funny?

If any of you completed a foundation degree before,
what exactly does it entail?

Have you experienced sexism whilst doing this job?

What type of lessons did you have to pass at GCSE
level to become a scientist?

What’s your favourite science themed movie?
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Good engagement
Information about scientists careers and education can help students see the variety of
opportunities and what they need to do to get there.

Student 1: What A-Levels did you all take to get to your current career?

Alex (scientist): My route to my current career was through an apprenticeship, which I
started instead of A Levels (however I was planning to take Maths, Physics and L3
Engineering). I can vouch for the apprenticeship route as a pathway

Student 1: What inspired you to do what you do?

Alex (scientist): I sort of stumbled across the opportunity. I always wanted to go into
engineering - I was inspired by my passion for F1 and by my grandad who worked in
Engineering. I chose my current career due to the fact that its world leading science!

Student 1: Thanks, I’ve also been interested in F1, and found the engineering and
aerodynamics behind it very cool

Alex (scientist): I’m currently studying about Computational Fluid Dynamics - one of
the tools used by F1 in order to determine the aerodynamic properties of the cars! Its
mad how much crossover there is between what I do and what they do in F1.

Subject specific questions are good to generate interest in the subject area.

Student 1: I was wondering if space is infinite and if it isn’t what shape is it?

Vicky (scientist): The short answer is no one knows! We know that space is expanding and
that it began with the big bang, but we do not know if there is an edge to space. We have
tested the geometry of space and believe it to be “flat”

Student 1: If the Universe is flat then surely our earth is too?

Vicky (scientist): Sorry, when I say “flat” I just mean that the geometry is how we
experience it here on the earth. Some theories thought the Universe was “spherical”,
which would mean you head out in one direction and appear behind yourself!
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Student 1: Can you say a little bit about the computing capacity at participle accelerators and
how data is stored and processed?

Alex (scientist): This is actually quite a complex question! Traditionally, its been done with
large banks of hard drives and processing done in working with large scale supercomputers
for big experiments and server-style computers for smaller amounts of data. But tech is
changing, and we’re seeing now that data can be processed incredibly quickly using graphics
cards instead and machine learning techniques to fill in gaps.

Questions about Covid are common within live Chats and allow students to see that others may
have been impacted in a similar way to them.

Student 1: How did COVID impact your work?

Daisy (scientist): Quite profoundly as I couldn’t go into the lab and had to do more
computational work. I’ve managed to muddle through with my project though despite the
challenges and I’m now in the lab 2-3 days a week which is awesome.

It also really impacted my mental health and exacerbated my disability.

Finding common ground with scientists can help build a rapport and allow students to see scientists
as “normal people” just like them.

Student 1: Football or Rugby?

Diego (scientist): I grew up with football but I have to pick Rugby!

Student 1: Rugby is better, I have a rugby game today

Diego (scientist): Good Luck!

Student 1: What’s your favourite star?

Vicky (scientist): I like betelgeuse, which is a red giant in the Orion constellation

Student 1: Cool! That’s my favourite as well :)
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Scientist of the Week
Students voted each week for their favourite scientist to be named Scientist of the Week.

The Scientists of the Week were:

Lucy Lawrence, Scientific Content Producer
and Editor at Technology Networks

Alistair McShee, Graduate Physicist at UK
Atomic Energy Authority

Scientist Winner
The overall winner, with the most votes at the end of the Zone was:

● Victoria Fawcett, Astronomy PhD student at Durham University

They receive £500 to spend on further public engagement projects.

“Personally, I have really enjoyed being part of I'm a Scientist
and would definitely recommend both schools and scientists to
participate. Through engaging with all of your questions I have
learnt a lot about my research and how best to communicate
astronomy to a wider audience.”

You can read their full statement at
helium22.imascientist.org.uk/2022/04/21/a-thank-you-from-your-winner-victoria/
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Feedback
Thank you so much for an amazing and
enlightening session!

Student

I've had an awesome time! Definitely want to
do it again!! It made me realise that I need to
think a lot more about how to explain quantum
physics in an accessible way 😅

Daisy (scientist)

I have really enjoyed it! It's a very different pace
from every other type of outreach, and has
definitely worked to improve my typing speed! I
think I was most surprised by the "lifestyle"
questions asked about things beyond science,
but I think it helped reinforce the message that
the only definite thing you need to have to be a
scientist is a passion for science!

Ali (scientist)

Thanks everyone, you are so cool and all inspire me so much!

Student
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